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investisaton

the Puhlic Schools [il',ij.',"J."#Jen"#..[i:ii:".1"1f" " l3iJ*:Lf'Jfi,!"J: ili:"':]'.1[i',1.
Percentage-Of---occurrence scores from (39.5"/.) held the Certificate of Clinical

Diane L. Eger is program administrator, pretest [ol a phonological assessment] and Competence awarded by ASHA; one other
speech and language, Allegheny all basic patterns, including liquids, must be was completing the Clinical Fellowship Year
lntermediate Unit, Pittsburgh. She//y S. beginning to emerge" (p. 57). tn other (CFY). Their clinical experience range from
Chabon is director of the University of words, Hodson and paden do not set a two years to z2yearc with an average of
Pittsburgh Speech and Hearing Clinic and predetermined criterion for achievement ol a 9.83 years.
c/lnlcal asslstant professor in the phonological pattern. Therapy is targeted on All of the 461 students who were
Department of communication Disorders several patterns during a two- to four-month dismissed from articulation therapy during
there. Mary G. Mient and Betty B. Cushman cycle and the patterns may be recycled one the 1983 school year were included in this
are instructional advisers with the Allegheny or more times. study. These children demonstrated normal
lntermediate Unit. (This afticle was peer With only limited empirical data and hearing acuity and normal intelligence. They
reviewed under the direction of Richard without well-defined clinical standards to were not enrolled in any special education
Culatta, assoclate editor for afticles.) determine when a child has had sufficient program with the exception of articulation

There are little objecuve data available to therapy, clinicians may leel a conllict therapy ln order to be formally enrolled in

help the speech-languag" p"th"Lgi.i d".io" between their desires to be conscientious articulation therapy, each student had to

when and why to dismiss a child flom and altruistic and the demands lo have meet the program entry criteria These

therapy. This is true across disorde I realistic and reasonable expectations for criteria specify a one year delay in

categories but is of particuiai concern witn clients articulation development as defined by the

regard to articuration oiroro"rs-,-sin"" A number of factors may affect the studies of Poole (1934)' sander (1972), and

children with articulation Oitfi"ritiu. con.titrt" decision regarding when to dismiss a child Templin (1957) During the last year of

one of the largest groups r"a"ri.g r".ia".. lrom therapy. van Hattum (1982) observes therapy, each child was receiving group

Bosley (.19g1)states that an" *"a"t"rgnt "that general considerations for dismissal therapy on a once weekly basis'

"the ilient was not through with speec-h may be related to the type of disorder" procedures
training until he was carrying over the new (p 551) others urge that attention be 

^- 
' 'ir.,," 

prrpo." of the study was explained to
phonemes into conversational speech ol all directed to the client's physical mental or

kinds nearry r00% or the time,, (p. i23). rhis emotional capabilities tw".. L,iiv*n[" i f"tfJJ[T"::l""lrt" il::ff:rl[H:"
suggests the possibility that clinicians expect Gordon, 1980), desire or motrvation to -'- -
perfect articulation from ctients before change (weiss, Lillywhite, corJon, ,1sao' l:1-ln" clinicians received a form to

considering them ready r", Ji.*rrrr. Bosrev, 1e81; Van Hattum, ,tlfr:1g- |n"Jfl;ffi "#:i;:H:":,ilfi,T[:$:"J
The range ol suggested terminal llexibility, effectiveness of self-monttortng' 

i""ur ,r"o in determining when a child was
behaviors, or descriptions of what a chrld's and parent effectiveness (Boslev. 1981) ''' *

articulatory behavior should be at the end of Kemp (1gg3) cautions.on.io"ijiion orinu ready for dismissal (this criterion was to be

therapy, varies widery. The prosrammed ethical, educational, emotional,::l 
^ ^- , :::;ff:":i i,iitj",J:i'f ;Iffi:T:

approaches which specify a behavioral monetary implications ol dismissino a child --:-.

objective usualy detine it as 90-100% lrom therapy prematurely 
"t 

p;;l;""t;;; 
- proliciency level was to be retained by the

accuracy within conversataonal speech chrld'S intervention when it is 
'": '" " - Student before dismissal;c) the unit of

(Gerber, 1977). Following their four-year effective' 
no longer 

production (word' sentence' oral reading or

rongitudinar study, Diedrich and Bangert what then is the point at which dismissal c^onversation) at which proficiency was

(19g0) suggested that therapy cease when trom therapy is indicated? wn"" ,. """rgh 
t"qYli"td; d) their opinions about what factors

sound proficiency levets are above 757o in enough? The present sray was ,;;;;i;; contributed most to the student's ultimate

conversation on two consecutive probes, to examine current articula,'o"",i"r"pv'- 
- 

:':"-:tt in therapy (specifically' open-ended

one to two weeks aparr rh; ;J";i - dismissar criteria used by t,q::!P: :ffi:L"fffffiJ:::i:J1:i:tJ,#i'Jl:n"
,rppear to be any generally accepted rules speech and language clinicians and to - I ln"rurn pi"""Ssr' 

"i,n"- 
.

regarding when to dismiss ;;il; ;il identify which factors contribui" a oi.ri..ur to the therapy process); e) their opinions

;rrricuration therapy decisions ::::lJ:1'JiIil::"JXlH?'iil:'J::'ffJ:
Hodson and Paden (1983) do report that therapy (open-ended questions were again

their requisite for dismissal of phonologicalty Method used to obtain this informalion).
rJisordered children (3 years 6 months to B Sublects
ycars 9 months) lrom a university speech Forty-eight speech and language clinicians Results
r;linic was that the child be judged to be working in a large suburban public school The students involved in this study were in

ossentially intelligible by significant persons service agency surrounding the city of grades kindergarten through 12 and were
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working on various sounds" (see Table 1) ln
as much as data sheets ior 18 subjects were

incomplete, this table is based on the data

from 443 of the 461 subjects included in the

study. Notewodhy is the large number of

students dismissed at the end of grades two

(21.7"/") and three (24.6"/.) and the large

percentage ol students who were in therapy

ior the correction of /s' zi ' (41'3%) or rrl

(30.8%). On the average, students had

spent 20.92 school months (eight months of

therapy is equivalent to one school year) in

therapy. The number ol school months spent

in therapy ranged from {our to T2 During the

last year of therapy, a range of one to ten

phonemes, with a mean of 1 68, was

targeted for treatment.

Proliciency Levels Used for Dismissal

For each of the students dismissed from

articulation therapy, the clinician indicated

the accuracy level used in determining the

child's readiness for dismissal The meai''l

dismissal criterion used by participating

clinicians across sounds was 93 35%' with a

range of 90% to .1OO% (SD = 7 74) This

.The term "sound" was used on the survey data

sheet.

limited range in dismissal criteria made it

unnecessary to analyze separately the data

with respect to certlfication status,

educational level, and years oi experience of

the clinicians. A standard deviation was

computed, however, tor each clinician to

determine the individual variability of

dismissal criteria across students andior

sounds. Results indicated that 35'4% (17 out

of 48) of the clinicians used the same

criterion tor dismrssing all children on their

caseloads who were involved in this study'

Length ol Time Proficiency Levels Were

Retained
The clinicians were asked to report the

length o{ time (in weeks) they required

sludents to retain their articulation

proficiency before they actually dismissed

ihe students from therapy Table 2 presents

these data. As can be seen from the table'

approximately hall (50.6%) of the students

were required to maintain their dismissal

proflciency levels in the therapy setting for

five to eight weeks belore they were

discharged from theraPY

Unit of Production Required

With respect to whether the dismissal

students, accuracy oi production was required

at the sentence level. Thus, clinicians'

regardless of their educational and professional

background, agreed that students must

demonstrate conversational proficiency prior

to dismissal from articulation therapy'

Factors Which Contribute to Dismissal

Decisions and to Ultimate Success in

Therapy
Clinicians were asked to state the one

{actor that they thought contrlbuted most to:

1)their decision to dismiss each child from

articulation therapy at that time; and 2) each

child's ultimate success in therapy Two of

the authors reviewed all of the responses

and established 1 1 response categories (see

Table 3). During a second review the

responses were placed in these categorles'

The other two authors randomly

crosschecked 20"/o ol the responses to

assure agreement in classitication of

responses. lnter-rater reliability reached

88.6%. ln reviewing the clinicians' responses

it appeared that many of the same reasons

were cited as both contributing to success

and affecting decisions to dismiss' Thus' the

same categories were used in analyzing the

responses to both questions'

As shown in Table 3, the clinicians'

decisrons to dismiss children from therapy

were, in the overwhelming majority of cases

(90.2%), based on the children's

demonstrated level of mastery Other factors

were not considered nearly as often in

determining readiness for dismissal

Regarding tactors contributing most to

success in therapy, clinicians cited student

proficiencY criterion was

retained at the word,

sentence, oral reading or

conversation level,

clinicians reported dismissing

almost all (99 8%) of the

children when the desired

accuracy was maintained

at the conversation level

For the remainder of the

Table 3

Factors Contributing Most to Clinicians' Dismissal Decisions

"na 
Cfini"i"n't Perceptions of a Ghild's Success in Therapy

According to Percent ol Students
Dismissal Success in

Factors Decisions TheraPY

5.2h

.7o/"

.7%

.2o/"

1.3o/o

.4"/"

.4o/o

90.2k

.9%
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1. Attitude, interest
and motivation

2. Parents' aftitude
and homework

3. Attendance
4. Length of time in

therapy
5. Graduation
6. Awareness
7. Parent request lor

dismissal
8. StimulabilitY, ease of

production

9. Sound mastery
10. Clinician's competence
'1 1. Other

15.6%
.4%

2.0%
.7o/"

12.3"h

15%
2.2h

12.8"k
10.6%

Table'l
Number of Students Dismissed bY

Grade and Error Sound

Error sound l!, ,,r,, t-tt,ltltttmurtipre other iHffiT
nu^o.iil 

14 16/" " ff:::T
'K23000

'1 13 10414
23433522

,;'33251903
4 11 33 1 1 1

51926000
6 7 11 6 1 1

758000
875100

:912ooo

.11 0 0 0 0 0

I
13

19

14

12

6

6

1

1

U

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

J.a

10.2

21.7

24.6

13.8

1 1.5

7.2
n,
J.1

.7

.5

.0

.5
Total # 1220000
o151r6gn1s= 1134)(1S3) (26) (5) (11) (83)

18.6

(1)

.2

100%

100%Percentage 30.8 41.3 56 'l 1 2'2

ol Students

Dismissed

byEnorSound

,":j

x

Table 2

Number ol Weeks Dismissal Criterion Maintained

Length of 1-ime
in Weeks

Number ol
Students

Percent
of Students

4 or fewer
5-B

$12
1$16
16 or more
Not reported

73 16.5

224 50.5

77 17.4

26 5.9

43 9.7

461 100%
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altitude, interest in and/or motivation for
articulation change for 41 .9% of the

Bludents. Parents' attitude and homework
completion, clinician's competence and

uound awareness' were the next most
frequently cited lactors and represented from
,l2,3 to 13.6%. Approximately 10.6% of the

, fo$ponses did not lend themselves to
i.htclusion in the ten pre-established

oategories. The low lrequency with which

llrose responses occurred made it
roasonable to group them ln one category
ilesignated as "other." Exemplars include:
rnaturation, dentition, peer influence, and
roinforcemenl from classroom teacher.

Discussion
This study examined current practices and

filtiludes regarding dismissal of students
Irorn articulation therapy. The results
rlrggest that clinicians require a high level of

ilrtrculation performance, (approximately
{15o,/o occurdcy in conversational speech)
hofore recommending dismissal from
tlrorapy. The selection oJ a dismissal
rrrrtcrion varied little across clinicians despite
tillerences in their clinical training and
grrotessional experience.

Approximately half (50.6'/") of the students
r:ontinued in therapy for five to eight weeks
rlllor criterion was reached. This observation
w,rs almost identical to that reported by

l)ildrich and Bangert (1980), who found that
r:lrnicians kept children in therapy for an

orklitional six to eight weeks after a criterion
r'rl 100% accuracy in conversation within the
r;,rrsion was reached. Similarly, Van Hattum
{l'rt]2), in examinrng the length of time
irrlrr;ulation-impaired children remained in
llrlrapy, reported that 50% of therapy was
rlrtvoted to the child's demonstrated retention
ill tcrminal articulatory behavior. These

lirrrlings raise the question ol why clinicians
i untinue children in therapy atter criterion

trir; treen achieved and whether this practice

lr, Iocessary.
liound mastery was the most frequently

rilr(l reason for dismissing children from

artrr:ulation therapy. lt should be recalled that
tiiltrnd mastery was viewed by participating
r lrrrrcians as 90-100% proficiency in
rrlrversational speech. This finding is thus
r.rirn;istent with the opinion expressed by

lLr.;ley (1981).
tl)ver half (57.5'/"\ oi the children

r.irr';rrrissed were viewed by their clinicians as

lrrrvrrrg been successful in therapy because
ll llre motivation and attitude with which the
rrllrlent or parents approached the therapy

lu(J()css. This underscores the importance,
rit lrrast as perceived by clinicrans, of attitude
lirw;ud and student responsibility for
liritlrovement in speech production.

(;linician competence was cited as

irrrrrlributing to success in therapy lor 12.8"h

ol llrc students dismissed. Obviously, this

illrrr trrrm "sound awareness" was selected from
,llrrr op66-6n6"6 answers supplied by the
. lrrflr(:rl)ants.

factor is not bound to either individual
children or sounds, but emphasizes the
clinician's role in effecting change in
articulation.

This study suggests that clinicians almost
uni{ormly have adopted conversational
pro{iciency levels in excess of 9070.

Clinicians might be more comfortable in
'using a criterion level of less than 90% ii
they have evidence that articulation growth

would continue without direct intervention.
Studies by Diedrich and Bangert (1980) and
these authors (Chabon, Eger, Cushman, &
Mient, 1985) may provide some ot this
support.

The problem remains. however. in
knowing when enough is enough. Although it

was confirmed that most clinicians establish
goals of near-perfect speech lor their
articulation-impaired children, these
objectives may not be realistic or necessary.
At this point, a number of options are
possible to provide practicing clinicians with

some basis lor making dismissal decisions.
They can rely on their own and other's
experience and continue to use criterion
levels ol 90-'100%. They can modify
proficiency levels to fit the needs of
individual children or, alternattvely, they can
put the question to scientilic test and
systematically assess the value of adhering
to stringent criteria. lt may be time for
speech and language clinicians to reconsider
the dismissal criteria used and base luture
decisions on empirically based standards of
quality rather than a prior notions oi
acceptability. @l
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